




In the movie, “And the Band Played On”, it sheds light

on the AIDS epidemic. I think the most important point made

in “And the Band Played On” is that people need to be aware

that there was an epidemic going on. Once the doctors and

the health department became aware of the situation, they

tried to track down the origin. The cause of the epidemic

needs to be tracked to avoid the spread and to figure out

how everything started. Another important point made in the

movie was some people try to avoid finding out if they have

the disease. This causes a problem because the disease

could already be in the person’s body and they’re not getting

proper treatment. It can also put other people’s health at risk.

The movie has taught me that it is important to track the

source of an epidemic and to prevent further spread as much

as possible. 





               The scene that I found very important in the

documentary “The Band Played On” was at the hearing when

the man referenced the disease as AIDS. I think it showed the

significance of how until this point, the victims of the disease

were being either ignored or hidden due to prejudice

surrounding the homosexual community. In that scene, he

was demanding attention, and the proper recognition and

concern that was not given up until that point. It showed that

this was a legitimate disease with victims rather than a

“virus”. I also think this goes hand in hand with the fact that

the blood bank was severely contaminated with HIV positive

blood and it was again trying to be swept under the rug. I

think both scenes showed the lengths groups of people or in

this case a government will go to in order to save face while

putting millions of people at risk. 
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